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Brother Heber wants to know

whether he has said anything wrong.

So far as I am concerned, and so far as

the truth is concerned, he has not. He is

very careless in the use of language; but

I do not so much care how he or any of

the brethren express their ideas, when

their hearts are right before God.

When we have only the one desire

to promote the kingdom of God on the

earth, the people will be right.

Brother Heber is very full of compar-

isons; and I will liken brother Heber's

language to the conduct of some of this

people. He talks just as ideas happen

to come into his mind; and some of the

people act just as it happens at the mo-

ment, not thinking what they do. And

yet their desire is to do right; and the

greatest faults that most of them see in

each other arise through weakness and

ignorance, and not through an evil de-

sign. They desire to do right, just as

brother Heber desires to talk as straight

as a line; but he has so long been in the

habit of making his own dictionary and

using his words out of it, that it would be

difficult for him to change his style now.

No matter what the outward ap-

pearance is—if I can know of a truth

that the hearts of the people are fully

set to do the will of their Father

in heaven, though they may falter

and do a great many things through

the weaknesses of human nature, yet,

they will be saved. You will hear

among such persons observations that

appear very much out of the way; but, at

the same time, they will say that "it does

seem that when I would try to do good,

and to do my best, evil will come before

me."

If there is an outward appearance of

mistakes or evils, we ought to have the

Spirit of the Lord to look at the designs

of the actors, and know whether they act

from impure or sinister motives. If their

motives are pure—no matter whether

their outward appearance is particularly

precise, their acts will be discerned by

the Spirit of the Lord, and will be ap-

preciated for what they were intended.

If people act from pure motives, though

their outward movements may not al-

ways be so pleasant as our traditions

would prefer, yet God will make those

acts result in the best good to the people.

I wish the people to know that they

have to come to the position that, in their

feelings and affections, the kingdom of

God must be all in all to us. If we are not

in that position, you will find that we will

be scourged and afflicted until we are.

With us it must be the kingdom of God

all the time: it must be that or nothing.

The time has come in which that must be

the common feeling with the Saints.

As to the world's being in fellowship

with us, it never was and it never can be.

We cut off the Gentiles just before we left

Nauvoo; and they have cut us off from

their fellowship. The thread is cut that

has hitherto connected us; and now we


